Made and designed in Slovakia
Velio is a unique product which combines light spot
and air valve into one ceiling element so that it
meets high requirements of architects for a simple
uniform ceiling structure.
No matter, if there are big open space rooms or
small one person rooms as a toilet. It is suitable for
the office buildings, but also for the family houses.
Velio fits perfect to each situation.
It can be used as a solo light, diffuser or combining
both. As a result you can see less elements than it is
usual.
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13,2 kWh/1000 h

Air/Luft/Vzduch:
0-70m 3 /h (0-20 l/s)
L WA 38dB
Light/Licht/Svetlo:
1280 lm (3000 K)
1340 lm (4000 K)
13,2 W
230 V
3000 / 4000 K

Producer/Hersteller/Výrobca:
Doublair, s. r. o.
Pri vinohradoch 9798/269C
831 06 Bratislava-Rača
21
Slovakia

PAP

Designed by

Body:

Air flow regulation:

- base for all multispot components
- has a nominal connection dimension
for ducts with Ø 125 mm
- universal for all types of decorative
panels

- adjustable continuously for 20 – 100 %
- with the indication of status of opening

Deflector:
- for passive cooling of the LED module
- made from innovative heat-conductive
plastic, that have never been used in
such a range before
- directs air flow
- it is registered for patent protection
world wide

LED module:
- provides good lighting for smaller rooms
1280 lm (3000 K)/ 1340 lm (4000 K),
equivalent of 100 W incandescent bulb
- minimum consumption for economical
operation – 13.2 W
- lifetime of 50 000 operating hours
- two possibilities of colors of light: 3000 K
(warm white) and 4000 K (neutral white)

Diffusion part:
- with minimal light loss - made of
plexiglass with highly diffuse additives
- dispersing the light so that it
does not see the individual illuminating
LED points

Filter:
- for fine air filtration
- to eliminate dusty ceilings and air ducts
- cleanable and also easily replaceable
- from polyurethane foam

Decorative Panel:
- for soundless air supply / exhaust with
volume airflow up to 70 m3/h
- made from UV-resistant material
- in three colour designs: white, black,
anthracite
- with a timeless design designed by
Michal Staško

